NATURAL GAS PRICE OUTLOOK

March 9th, 2020

EIA reported a weekly withdrawal of 109 bcf which was more or
less in line with market expectations but was 43 bcf higher than
the same week last year. This brings total storage levels to 2,091
bcf for the week ended February 28th. And this equates to a 680
bcf surplus to last year and is 176 bcf above the five-year average.
Draws over the next three weeks are likely to total an anemic 140
bcf which if valid will modify the respective surpluses above to 834
and 238 bcf respectively.
Heating demand in Q1 has just been pathetic. Lower than normal
draws will likely have allowed the year-on-year surplus to expand
by 313 bcf since the first of the year (thru March 20th estimates).
Note the two bottom graphs showing both how many weeks this
winter that the weekly injected was lower than the same week last
year and how cum draws have significantly fallen off pace. The
mild temps were damaging enough - now high storage levels are
also having to overcome LNG exports falling from their midwinter
peak and demand destruction via the Coronavirus issue.

The EIA reported actual dry marketed production at an average
level of 96.0 bcf/d on an actualized basis for December. This is a
decline of 0.4 bcf/d from the month before and only the third
month-on-month decline in the last 23 months (94.4 at present?).
But as indicated previously, production seems to have peaked in
November and is for now continuing to decline based on both EIA
and private analysts estimate for January and February.
Based on current oil and gas rig counts and on very weak prices
for both oil and natural gas commodities, it seems quite likely that
total production will be in a decline mode for at least the first half
of this year. The critical question is what is the velocity of any
continued decline. The market likely needs to see production
levels get down to around 93 bcf/d quickly to begin to balance the
market under normal weather and economic conditions. And it
may need to get down to as low as 91ish bcf/d with the potential of
weak LNG export levels in mid-2020 and weaker domestic demand
via the potential effect on the U.S. economy via the Coronavirus.

The EIA reported that actual power-gen demand for December
was at an average of 28.9 bcf/d. This compares favorably to a level
of 24.6 bcf/d last December and a four-year average of 24.0 bcf/d.
Average demand for January and February will most likely come in
lower than last year when actuals are released - not necessarily due
to lack of baseload growth but more so due to very weak weather
demand. Cal 2019 averaged 31.0 bcf/d versus 29.0 bcf/d for 2018.
Total U.S. demand averaged 101.2 bcf/d in December and equates
to a year-on-year increase of 4.6 bcf/d over December 2018 and
compares to a four-year average of 93.0 bcf/d. And total domestic
demand for Calendar 2019 was at a level of 85.1 bcf/d. This is an
increase 2.6 bcf/d over 2018 levels and is a far cry from the prior
year whereby the year-on-year increase was 8.2 bcf/d. And we
expect generally slow growth in domestic demand again in 2020 on
a weather-normalized basis as the previous engine of U.S. growth
in the power-gen sector will incur low additions of new gas-fired
plants. Note the balances in the graph below of demand and
production and how it shows the shift from importer to exporter.

Total net exports actualized through December totaled 6.93 bcf/d
which was down from the prior month’s level of 7.11 bcf/d as LNG
exports were 0.77 bcf/d higher but Mexican pipeline exports fell
and Canadian imports increased. And total net exports ended up
averaging 5.13 bcf/d for Calendar 2019.
LNG exports are currently about 7.1 bcf/d as they seem to have
peaked in Jan at 9.1 bcf/d and are struggling at present with temps
moderating from winter in the northern hemisphere and with the
overseas price arb softening to non-winter spreads in the European
market. Cheniere had two 1.4 bcf/d Trains offline last week.
Canadian exports continue their long-term trend decline with such
averaging just 4.81 bcf/d for Calendar 2019. And we do not expect
any improvement in this with waning Canadian production.
And Mexican exports continue to mostly languish with Cal 2019
averaging 5.1 bcf/d versus 2018’s level of 4.6 bcf/d. And this is
despite new pipeline capacity across the border. It seems that the
2019 addition of the Sur de Texas offshore line mostly just
displaced volumes on existing onshore cross-border pipelines.

The world is clearly concerned
about the Coronavirus outbreak.
And that concern is merited - if
not for the human toll, then for
the potential consequences to
the global economy and global
energy demand.
Note all of the negative signals
of present (clockwise from
upper left); (i) the Baltic Dry
Index representing global
shipping has fallen significantly,
(ii) VLCC rates have as well and
thus indicates much lower oil
imports by China, (iii) coal
consumption has crashed in
China - signaling low economic
activity and don’t think that it
couldn’t happen in the U.S. if
the virus gets legs here (iv) the
skew of crude oil puts to call
options is tilted heavily to the
put side, (v) the Fed’s recent
emergency rate cut of 50 BP, the
first since the 2008-2009 crisis,
shows how concerned the Feds
are regarding the U.S. economy,
and (vi) unlikely, but the bubble
in the equity markets has some
early parallels to the price action
of the 1930’s Depression.

ERCOT released its SARA (“Seasonal Assessment of Resource Adequacy”) last Thursday and such revealed fairly tight conditions with
5,721 mw of reserves on a normal operating day versus an expected peak load 76,696 mw compared to (74,673 mw actual peak last
summer). This translates to a 7.5% reserve margin. 573 mw of new capacity is on-line since December - but the reserve margin could
tighten IF any portion of the identified 3,048 mw of pre-summer new-build is delayed for any reason. There still remains a lot of uncertainty
as to market balances as we have never quite understood within these SARA reports what is entailed within the line item of “Capacity from
Private Use Networks”. Does such include or not include ERCOT-contracted Demand Response? And there is no contemplation of
privately-contracted demand response let alone unregistered distributed generation which is now up to around 400 mw. And there is no
mention of 1,500ish mw of ERS (“Emergency Response Service”). And what happens if Texas and the U.S. is pushed into a recession by
summer with the effects on the economy of the Coronavirus? All in all, we would view this SARA as neutral to slightly bullish for current
summer price levels. The report would give traders no reason to sell the summer aggressively - but no reason to escalate buys either.
Seasonal Assessment of Resource Adequacy for the ERCOT Region
Summer 2020 - Preliminary
Release Date: March 5, 2020
Forecasted Capacity and Demand
Operational Resources (thermal and hydro), MW
Switchable Capacity Total, MW
Less Switchable Capacity Unavailable to ERCOT, MW
Available Mothballed Capacity, MW

65,099
3,490

Based on current Seasonal Maximum Sustainable Limits reported through the unit registration process
Installed capacity of units that can interconnect with other Regions and are available to ERCOT

(734) Based on survey responses of Switchable Resource owners
483

Based on seasonal Mothball units plus Probability of Return responses of Mothball Resource owners

Capacity from Private Use Networks, MW

3,366

Average grid injection during the top 20 summer peak load hours over the last three years, plus the forecasted net change in generation
capacity available to the ERCOT grid pursuant to Nodal Protocol Section 10.3.2.4.

Coastal Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

2,073

Based on 63% of installed capacity for coastal wind resources (summer season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Panhandle Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

1,279

Based on 29% of installed capacity for panhandle wind resources (summer season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Other Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

2,587

Based on 16% of installed capacity for other wind resources (summer season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Solar Utility-Scale, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

1,728

Storage, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

-

RMR Capacity to be under Contract

-

Based on 76% of rated capacity for solar resources (summer season) per Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2
Based on 0% of rated capacity (summer season); resources assumed to provide regulation reserves rather than sustained capacity available
to meet peak loads

Capacity Pending Retirement, MW

-

Announced retired capacity that is undergoing ERCOT grid reliability reviews pursuant to Nodal Protocol Section 3.14.1.2

Non-Synchronous Ties, Capacity Contribution, MW

850

Based on import flows during most recent Energy Emergency Alert (EEA) intervals for the summer season.

Planned Thermal Resources with Signed IA, Air Permits and Water Rights, MW

101

Based on in-service dates provided by developers

Planned Coastal Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

468

Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 63% summer capacity contribution for coastal wind resources

Planned Panhandle Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

-

Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 29% summer capacity contribution for panhandle wind resources

Planned Other Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

518

Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 16% summer capacity contribution for other wind resources

Planned Solar Utility-Scale, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW
Planned Storage, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

1,111

[a] Total Resources, MW

82,417

[b] Peak Demand, MW

76,696

[c] Reserve Capacity [a - b], MW

Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 76% summer capacity contribution for solar resources
Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 0% summer capacity contribution for storage resources

-

Based on average weather conditions at the time of the summer peak for 2004-2018

5,721

Forecasted
Forecasted
Season Peak Season Peak Load Forecasted Season
Load / Typical
/ Extreme
Peak Load /
Extreme Season
Generation
Generation
Extreme Low Wind Peak Load / Typical
Generation Outages
Outages
Outages
Output
Seasonal Load Adjustment

-

-

-

3,251

Based on 2011 summer weather conditions; the extreme summer forecast is
79,947 MW

38

38

38

Based on the historical average of planned outages for July through August
38 weekdays, hours ending 2 pm - 8 pm, for the last three summer seasons (2017 2019)

4,031

4,031

4,031

Based on historical average of forced outages for June through September
4,031 weekdays, hours ending 2 pm - 8 pm, for the last three summer seasons (2017 2019)

95th Percentile Forced Outages, Thermal

-

2,932

-

-

Based on the 95th percentile of historical forced outages for June through
September weekdays, hours ending 2 pm - 8 pm, for the last three summer
seasons (2017 - 2019); the adjustment is the 95th percentile value, 6,963 MW, less
the typical forced outage amount of 4,031 MW

Low Wind Output Adjustment

-

-

5,302

-

Based on the 5th percentile of hourly wind capacity factors (output as a
percentage of installed capacity) associated with the 100 highest Net Load hours
(Load minus wind output) for the 2015-2019 summer Peak Load seasons; this
low wind output level is 1,622 MW

Typical Maintenance Outages

Typical Forced Outages, Thermal

[d] Total Uses of Reserve Capacity

4,069

7,001

9,371

[e] Capacity Available for Operating Reserves, Normal Operating Conditions [c - d], MW

1,652

(1,280)

(3,650)

Less than 2,300 MW indicates risk of EEA1

7,320
(1,599) See the Background tab for additional details

Cumulative heating degree days are now 2.4 degrees below normal and 2.2 degrees below last year continuing the on-going
spate of above normal temperatures since early December. Note the table and graph below - there has only been one week
whereby heating degree days were above normal (temps below normal) excluding the first three weeks of November. This now
brings total “lost” gas demand to probably (depending on power-dispatch patterns) to around 545 bcf for this heating season
through the first week of March. And mild temps are pervasive in the forward forecasts through the end of March and into April
mitigating what is left of decent heating demand in the northern climates. “Normal” heating demand is fading anyway as the
market heads into Spring. At least “selling failed weather” will soon be eliminated as a reason for the large speculative traders
to continue to short the market (but not like there aren’t other reasons now with the Coronavirus issue).
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